PRESS RELEASE
concert dedicated to the International Day of Jazz

April 30, 2013 Faculty of Music and the UNESCO Chair "Music education throughout life" of Moscow State Pedagogical University, held in the center of education № 1158 South Ossetia, Moscow (NOU "Successor") concert of students and graduates, the International Day of jazz.

The event is to promote jazz music, especially among children. The program will feature works of both Western and Russian composers, quite well-known, and little performed in Russia. For the first time will be performed, composed of students - Anna Vorfolomeevoy, Daniel Kostyleva.

Also take part in a concert of the winner of national and international jazz competitions, a graduate of the music department URUMIDIS CAIS.

This activity in the walls of a general educational institution aims at the implementation of the cultural and educational mission in the creative relationship between the UNESCO Chair "Music education throughout life," Moscow State Pedagogical University and Education Center № 1158 South Ossetia, Moscow (NOU "Successor").

The concert program includes the following products:
1. «It had better be tonight», Meglio Stasera, performs Anton Zhdanov.
2. D. Kostylev «Intro», performs pop and jazz ensemble music department consists of: Konstantin Rybin (saxophone), Andrew Fedorchenko (saxophone), Daniel Kostylev (piano), Alexander Dadabaev (bass guitar), Alexei Fedorov (drums).
3. H.Hancock «Cantaloupe Island», performs pop and jazz ensemble music department Konstantin Rybin (saxophone), Andrew Fedorchenko (saxophone), Daniel Kostylev (piano), Alexander Dadabaev (bass guitar), Alexei Fedorov (drums).
4. «Hang on Little Tomato», Pink Martini, performs Anna Vorfolomeeva.
7. «Amado mio», Pink Martiny, performs Anna Varfolomeeva.
8. "Your green eyes", performed by Andrew Fedorchenko (saxophone) and Ana Gonzalez (piano).
9. "Blues", G. Phillips, Andrew performed Fedorchenko (saxophone) and Ana Gonzalez (piano).
10. "Oh, flowering viburnum" I. Dunaevsky, processing V.D.Ivanova, performs Quartet Brass running VD Ivanov.
15. Aqua De Beber », winner performs at international festivals and contests of jazz URUMIDIS CAIS.
16. «Summertime», winner performs at international festivals and contests of jazz URUMIDIS CAIS.
17. "Golden ray of sunlight", G. Gladkov, & c. J. Entin, performs the winner of international festivals and contests of jazz URUMIDIS CAIS.
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